Miners Life Brophy John Madison Milwaukee
student handout 3-coal patch houses - brophy, page 28. a miner’s life “we used kerosene lamps for light,
though they got relatively little use, except in winter. the rule was early to bed and early to rise. work began in
the mines no later than seven o’clock in the morning, and sometimes earlier. if the men were to get a night’s
sleep, they had to get to bed soon after supper. student handout 6-chores and daily work in the home
(set 1) - miners.” john brophy,page 36. a miner’s life chores and daily work in the home more stories set 1
“she [also] used to save the soft feathers of the chickens or the ducks or whatever we would have, save it in
pillowcases until she had a nice amount of feathers, and this is how we made our feather ticks. and they were
very light weight, but the coral episode of the coal strike of 1919 a - journals - bolshevism issue in their
offensive against the coral miners. district leaders also saw the importance of this struggle as they dispatched
organizers and other aid to the strikers. this mobilization of opposing camps in a small, relatively isolated
community shows the perva-2 john brophy , a miner's life (madison 1964) 139-40; "memoir," 322 a union
man: the life of c. frank keeney - marshall university - save the union committee, initially headed up by
john brophy. members of this committee contacted keeney for his help and without hesitation he agreed. from
1926 to 1929, keeney spent most of his time in illinois and even edited a labor newspaper entitled the coal
miner. when brophy ran for president of the special collections and university archives - throughout his
life, john brophy (november 6, 1883 – ... he was born in lancashire in northwest england to a family of coal
miners. as a youngster in 1892, he emigrated from england to the united states with his parents. the brophy
family immediately found work in the central pennsylvania coal mines. before he turned 12, young chapter 1:
ideological and structural conflict in the umwa - wonder, examining this phenomenon from a different
perspective, john brophy, a former umwa district officer who served as the c.i.o. director of organization during
the initial organizing drives in the mass production industries, viewed the exodus of union miners to the war
preparation factories during world work intensity and worker safety in early twentieth ... - work
intensity and worker safety in early twentieth-century coal mining . william m. boal* ... this implies a marginal
cost of a statistical life to miners of about $400 thousand in 1921 dollars. this likely exceeded the value of a
statistical life, so preventing accidents was expensive for miners. ... i thank john pencavel for asking the ...
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